This paper presents a parametric shape optimisation approach using special parameterisation techniques for shape optimisation of structures with respect to crashworthiness. It is based on SFE CONCEPT which has the ability to modify shape using implicit parameterisation technique and adapt mesh to the new geometry through re-meshing. The success of shape optimisation depends on the type of parameterisation used. It is, therefore, important to choose a set of shape parameters which allow for larger range of shape configurations. However, the difficulty to deal with shape modifications grows with the increasing number of shape variables due to the arising geometrical conflicts. Hence, most shape optimisation studies use limited number of shape variables and also reduced parameter bounds which restrict large shape configurations. Here a new offset mapping technique is used to facilitate the definition of shape parameter conflicts without compromising the design space. To demonstrate this technique, a bumper beam shape optimisation is presented.
Introduction
In addition to already well established methods to optimise the thickness of the different components, new approaches based on shape modifications of structural components were recently introduced. For parametric shape optimisation, a special challenge lies on the appropriate parameterisation of the geometry of a car body with respect to crashworthiness. To obtain optimal shapes of car body structures, the design space should be made as big as possible allowing for many design configurations.
In this paper, various approaches used for shape parameterisation for crash optimisation are discussed. To identify the best parametric modelling of the geometry is crucial to assure the best possible success of the optimisation. Specific attention has to be given to the fact that a non-optimal parameterisation may lead to geometrical conflicts during the optimisation. The difficulty to define shape parameters and specially to consider the conflicts between various shape parameters makes it difficult to really explore the possibilities of shape optimisation. It is a challenge to define shape parameters avoiding geometrical conflicts in the full range of possibilities explored in an optimisation. In this study geometrical compatibility issue is addressed for crashworthiness design; however, this is equally important for any other application field of structural shape optimisation.
To avoid geometrical conflicts, a special offset mapping technique is proposed here. Via this approach, it is possible to use a large design space without the need to simulation models can often be reduced using substructuring or direct component-only optimisation. The literature ranges from quasi-static crush to truly dynamic problems for different materials and structures looking at single or multi-cell, foam-filled and honeycomb structures, e.g. [20, 35, 36] . The complexity in shape parameterisation is in most of these studies limited; often the height or width of the total cross-section is used, which makes the optimisation closer to a size or scale optimisation than to a real shape optimisation where more freedom is given to the cross-sectional shape, e.g. [21, 22] .
More challenging is a shape optimisation with more flexible definitions of shape variations either based on the location of characteristic points of the cross-section or on corresponding control points. Eby et al. [10] defined a set of points and varied them in a hierarchic manner first as a group on a coarse level and then as single points on the refined level using an agent-based optimisation scheme. One of the challenges they have solved lies in the requirement that shape changes should not oscillate too much assuring a smooth transition between adjacent sections (this is more discussed in [5] ). A similar approach was used for the Future Steel Car project [33] .
Investigating carefully the examples discussed so far, one of the main question arises immediately: all these parameterisations are limited because they have to carefully avoid geometrical conflicts. In [10] the points were only allowed to move outwards, an overlapping or crossing of sectional parts can, therefore, be avoided to the cost of flexibility and a smaller design space. For example, Park et al. [25] defined modifications of a bumper only in the outward direction. The morphing approach in [13] uses the four corners of a rectangular and restricts itself to small shape modifications only. Again the design space is smaller than desirable. Finally, Farkas et al. [12] employed nine shape parameters of a bumper cross-section also with limitations to avoid overlapping.
To exploit the full potential in shape optimisation, the design space should be as large as possible. This restriction discussed above means that the better design configuration may be missed during optimisation. It can be summarised that the avoidance of geometrical conflicts, without reducing the design space, allows for the exploration of a bigger design space and hence a greater possibility to find improved solutions. This is because the expected potential for improvement of designs is directly proportional to the magnitude of allowed design change. Thus the design space should be made as big as possible which is primarily limited by the allowed change in the side constraint. An approach to avoid these geometrical conflicts will be presented in Section 3.2.
Non-cross-section optimisations
One step more complex are shape optimisations where design variables are also defined in axial direction of the mem-bers. This is realised in some studies, but the approaches are again limited by the necessity to avoid geometrical conflicts. Normally, the design variables are relatively simple and do not exploit once more the full potential of shape optimisation, for example [34] optimises not only the height and weight but also the angle of an S-bend. Often crash initiators were optimised (possible variables are depth, length, number and position of either beads or holes), e.g. [6] . Again, with the parameterisations chosen in these formulations, it is difficult to maintain a large design space and avoid geometrical clashes. A comparable bead optimisation was performed in [26, 32] and [19] . Finally Volz [30] looked at shape optimisation for the complex problem of the front-end of an industrial vehicle optimising shape and thickness of several components using the implicit parameterisation technique of SFE CONCEPT. All these works defined carefully their parameterisations and had to avoid geometrical conflicts which ended up in a reduced design space and less optimal result. Regarding the last example it becomes clear that the question of conflict-free definition of shape alterations for the optimisation becomes more important in cases where several components are assembled to a more realistic structure. A shape modification of one component might affect via the connection points the other parts and their optimisation as well. This problem does not become apparent in single component optimisation as discussed in most of the work mentioned above. The connectivity should not be lost due to a change in variables, no gaps or overlappings should occur. This becomes even more important where standard joining techniques are included like spot welding. Number and location of the joints should follow the shape modifications even in cases when one component is moved over another one, which is illustrated in Figure 1 where the blue seat cross-member moves during the shape optimisation over the red part. A special mapping technique is required here to maintain the connection information, which is realised here via the implicit parameterisation technique (SFE CONCEPT) discussed, for example, in [39, 41] . A very flexible definition of the design variables is possible because the components 'know' implicitly how they are connected.
Shape modification techniques
This section presents the typical shape modification techniques used in crashworthiness optimisation. They are made on either the geometry models, defined with CAD (Computer Aided Design) tools, or on the FEM models (CAE, Computer Aided Engineering). In CAD-based approaches, the shape modifications are made using directly the geometrical design features whereas in CAE-based approaches, the shape modifications are made using the mesh nodal locations or mesh-related parameters (handles). Most frequently used geometry-based shape modifications include the use of CAD, CAE and spline-based approaches. For FEM modelbased approaches, mesh morphing is commonly used. Figure 1 . Automatic adaptation of connections between components, inspired from [40] . Here, the connection should follow automatically the variations even in cases where the shape modification swaps from a two-component to a three-component connection or flange.
Other studies propose splines for geometrical representation, e.g. [3] . In this approach, the control points are linked to the design geometry. The geometrical design features can then be defined by moving the spline control points. The geometric continuity from one spline to another is of importance here. However, the definition of parameters can be tedious depending on the geometrical complexity. In [38] the optimisation of an interior reinforcement (arc-like rib) of a hollow cross-section is described by a spline curve and modified via the corresponding control points.
Parametric modelling is well established for CAD software, e.g. CATIA or NX (Siemens). The corresponding parameters are until now rarely used directly in computational mechanics where the studies are based on CAE tools like finite element software. Recent studies can be found to connect these two different modelling areas, but a oneto-one transfer of the CAD parameterisation to the CAE world is still in its infancy. Chiandussi and his co-workers, see [2, 4] , were among the first publishing on shape optimisation for crashworthiness using a CAD-based geometry representation. A tapered beam was optimised in [4] and a crash box was additionally considered in [2] while [11] looked at a CAD-embedded optimisation of the bumper. Regarding CAE, some commercially available tools offer their tool-specific parametric description, e.g. ANSYS Parametric Design Language APDL, e.g. [38] but without supporting a conflict-free choice of parameters. Coupled CAD-CAE integration approaches can be found in [7, 29] . In between a purely CAD and a purely CAE approach, parameterisations using SFE CONCEPT were proposed. For example, in [17] , Hunkeler et al. optimised the cross-sectional geometry of a front rail using four shape parameters and in [8] and [37] simple design parameters such as beam height and width were used as shape parameters.
In addition to the geometry-based methods (presented above), approaches that use the FE mesh to change the geometry are available; these so-called morphing techniques were studied, e.g. by [28] . The definition of morphing boxes and the corresponding morphing parameters/handles is not always easy and it is difficult to include adaptation of joints or assembled structures. To realise the full flexible design maintaining connectivity and avoiding geometrical conflicts is to the authors' point of view not always achievable. In [15] morphing boxes are used to parameterise the front rails and their beads. The front rail height and width along with their bead depth are parameterised. A geometrical sub-frame part of a vehicle subjected to static load is parameterised using morphing boxes in [14] . The design variables are the depth, slope angle and opening of the holes in the model. Similarly, the width of upper part of a door trim was parameterised using morphing boxes in [24] for side crash. A mesh-based optimisation like used in other engineering fields may be employed where the coordinates of the FE nodes are used as shape parameters. This is for crash currently not feasible because first a gradient-based approach is required due to the high number of variables. Second, it is difficult to assure mesh quality for larger geometrical changes. And third, this approach is difficult to realise for structures built by many assembled components.
All the approaches mentioned above may have problems due to geometrical conflicts. To overcome this, we propose a parametric approach also using SFE CONCEPT, see [27] , but extended here by a special offset mapping technique. The special implicit definition of the parameters of SFE CONCEPT allows to include such a mapping, which then leads to parameterisations without geometrical conflicts enabling to explore the full potential of shape optimisation. In addition topological changes may be included, for example the number of beams, holes, beads, reinforcements, spotwelds, etc.
Geometrical conflicts
The general idea to avoid geometrical compatibility issues depends on the interdependency of shape parameters, the available design space for shape modification and also the topological relation between the neighbouring parts. Geometrical conflicts may occur when two or more design variables are defined independently with the aim to realise the largest possible design space. This is advantageous to obtain the best possible design but it might lead to clashes between the variations of the parameters. To avoid this, the design range can be normally reduced but this is not desirable because a large part of the design space is lost. Also generally, a structural component used for crash has other components around it which limit the changes of the component being modified for optimisation. Both of the issues, mentioned above, can be solved by careful selection of parameters and their bounds. Additionally, it is also important to consider the topological compatibility between the structural parts while modifying the geometry. Improper or missing topological connections definition lead to unwanted gaps and penetration in the structure during shape modifications. Hence, ideally any shape modification made to a structural part should be followed by the other parts connected to it, see Figure 1 .
The handling of geometrical compatibility is very critical for shape optimisation to fully explore all the possible design configurations without reducing the design space. Geometrical incompatibility can either be removed through careful definition of the upper and lower bounds of each design variable or it can be accepted in the definition of the optimisation problem but penalised during the optimisation. If limited bounds are used then the design space is restricted and eventually too small. Furthermore, if incompatible designs are allowed to appear during the optimisation, they normally do not satisfy the specified requirements and are hence withdrawn during optimisation. Nevertheless, the simulation of the designs that are defective or non-manufacturable waste computational time. Also when there are many unacceptable designs, the algorithm could head in the unwanted direction. Hence, it is best to either remove the occurrence of the incompatible designs in the first place without reducing the design space or avoid solving them during the optimisation. Section 2.1 presented a number of studies that have considered shape optimisation for crash. It is evident from these studies that the number of shape parameters used is very low and also their modification is limited. Additionally, the geometrical incompatibility issue is never addressed which could be related to the difficulty in handling the shape variables. In this section, we present some of the limited studies that have tried to address the geometrical compatibility issues. These studies have considered geometrical conflicts through the following two approaches.
Shape parameter bounds
Geometrical compatibility issue can be neglected by defining parameter bounds such that all possible incompatible configurations are removed. Some of the literature that have used the parameter bounds approach are presented in Section 2.1. Most of the studies have adopted this approach, to avoid addressing the geometrical incompatibility issue, since it is easy to implement. However, this approach reduces the design space by restricting the number of design configurations. Therefore, this approach does not really consider the geometrical incompatibility issue but ignores it in the first place.
Compatibility rules (neglect incompatible
designs) The evaluation of designs that are incompatible add to the already high computational effort for crash optimisation. Hence, incompatible designs can be neglected for evaluations during the optimisation to save computational time. However, the optimisation algorithm used in this case is important since the algorithm should be able to continue without the outputs of some designs. Also the reduced number of design evaluations means the required information for certain types of optimisation algorithm may be missing. Example, when using Iterative Response Surface Method (IRSM), if there are few designs that are neglected then the number of support points used to build the response surfaces is reduced and hence reducing the quality of the response surface created. Similarly, in GA the number of designs in one generation may be reduced and hence the information to create a new population for the next generation may not be enough. Literature relevant to this approach includes [3] and [16] . In [3] , an Evolutionary Strategy is used as the optimisation algorithm where both recombination and mutation operators are used. The geometrical compatibility of designs is checked after recombination and also after mutation before handing the design to the FE solver for evaluation. If a design does not satisfy the compatibility rule then a new design is generated until the required size of the population is achieved. This approach is beneficial as the number of designs per generation is always constant and there is no absence of design evaluation outputs. However, there may be very few designs that satisfy the compatibility rules after both the recombination and mutation.
A similar approach is presented in [16] applied to crashworthiness optimisation of crash can crush triggers. For a simple design case, the position of the triggers is modified along the crash can. The limits of the location of each triggers are defined in such a way that there may occur an overlap in some of the cases, see Figure 2 . This is done to cover a wide range of trigger configurations. The overlap occurs when the rear trigger is moved to the most forward position and the front trigger moved to the most rearward position. A small module is implemented to separate the compatible and incompatible designs. This check is performed before the handover of the designs for simulation. Here only the designs that satisfy the compatibility rules are simulated. The designs that are incompatible are rated as poor during the optimisation. GA is used for optimisation which learns the variable settings that do not produce acceptable designs and hence these settings should be withdrawn after few generations.
This compatibility issue between the two triggers could be easily solved using the advanced parameterisation technique proposed in this paper. Since the geometrical incompatibility issue is already avoided by a more advanced parameterisation, the prerequisite for an adapted algorithm such as in [3] is avoided.
Shape parameterisation
The success of shape optimisation significantly depends on the shape parameterisation used. Ideally, for shape optimisation, the number of possible shape configurations and the allowed shape modifications should be as large as possible. Also the adaptation of the parts to the modified geometry and the maintenance of the connections between parts are essential in cases with more complex structures. These parameterisation requirements can be fulfilled by SFE CONCEPT. SFE CONCEPT uses implicit parametric geometry models to realise shape changes. The parametric model is based first on the definition of Influence Points (IPs) either defined for Base-Lines (BLs) or for the cross-sections on these lines (Base-Sections, BS). The latter can also be generated from existing FE models. Together with additional parameters like angles and/or curvature, the members of the car structure can be defined, see Figure 3 . The IPs are defined by the x, y and z coordinate values. All SFE CON-CEPT object locations are determined by the IPs as they carry the global coordinate information. BLs are created using two influence points. The location of the base line is modified by simply changing the coordinates of the IPs. Also the curvature of the base line can be modified by changing the tangents of the two IPs. Complex beam structures can be obtained by using several base sections along the base line and also by modifying the segments of the sections. Essential for the approach discussed in this paper are the mapping techniques, which enable more flexible parameterisations. These mappings define how some features should follow the changes of other features of the model. This approach is more detailed in Section 3.1. The shape parameterisation technique is discussed more in detail in the following sections. Additional information can be found in [16, 31, 41] .
Mapping technique
A mapping technique enables the definition of additional connections between different objects. In a mapping system, a map object can be mapped to a target object. Both map object and map target can consist of one of the following objects: point, line, section and surface. A point can be mapped to either one of the following: point, line, section or surface. A line can only be mapped to another line or a surface and similarly a surface can be only mapped to another surface. If an object is mapped to a target, any changes made to the target will incur changes in the mapped object. However, changes to the mapped object cannot be made independent of the target.
A general example of point-to-point and point-to-line map is presented here, the reader is referred to [27] for information on other map types. In Figure 4 point P is the map object and line AE is the map target. Various maps of point P to line AE can be made for a desired topological connection.
Map to furthest point: A point can be mapped to the furthest point of a line in a given direction. In Figure 4 and z direction can be made between two points. In Figure 4 point P is mapped to point E, of line AE (without changing its y position, see point P ) with an offset of (0, −3).
To highlight the mapping approach, one of the simplest examples (uses) of an IP (point) to line map is given in Figure 5 . This example represents a topological joint connection between two beams. In Figure 5 , beam B 2 is connected to beam B 1 by mapping the IPs and beam crosssection lines. IP 4 of beam B 2 is mapped to line L 1 of beam B 1 by parameter. The non-highlighted area represents the initial position of beam B 2 and joint, represented by IP 4 at 0.3 of line L 1 . Once all the mapping, IPs and cross-section lines, are made the location of the joint can be simply modified by changing the location of IP 4 along line L 1 , see Figure 5 : IP 4 at 0.8 as new joint location. 
Parameterisation techniques
SFE CONCEPT has the capability to define design parameters both explicitly and implicitly which gives the user a great flexibility to define design parameters. This section presents the parameterisation possibilities.
Explicit parameterisation
In explicit parameterisation changes are made directly to the entities which are topologically independent of other entities, such as points, lines, etc. Hence via an explicit parameterisation approach it is a priori difficult or even impossible to assure geometrical or topological compatibility. In Figure 6 the difference between explicit and implicit parameterisation is shown when the position of the rocker is modified. In the explicit parameterisation case, Figure 6 (left), the cross beams, floor and joint do not follow the change in the rocker. This is because the topological connection between the objects is missing which results in geometrical discontinuity, Figure 6 (left) red highlight on the magnified view.
Implicit parameterisation
In implicit parameterisation, the topological connection between different objects is defined. Since the model features Figure 6 . Comparison between implicit and explicit parameterisation, inspired from [40] .
are topologically connected, any changes made to one entity will lead to modifications of all other related components. Hence implicit parameterisation can be regarded as robust parameterisation since the parameterisation is accurate and also the geometrical and topological compatibility is retained. In Figure 6 (right), the cross beams, floor and joint follow the change in the location of rocker, this retains the geometrical compatibility, Figure 6 (right) magnified view. 1 
Dependent parameters
Since one of the geometrical compatibility issues arises due to the interdependency of parameters, it is crucial to define this interdependency to avoid geometrical conflicts. 2 In a simple case where two parameters are interdependent on each other, if the information of one parameter is known then the second parameter can be modified accordingly. Hence for simple cases (few shape parameters) the geometrical conflict can be avoided by simply defining dependent parameters. 3 To the authors' knowledge this can be done by two approaches, presented in the next paragraph.
Dependent parameter rules:
Parameter dependency can be defined as simple or conditional. In a simple dependency, mathematical expressions are used whereas for conditional dependency, variables are calculated in-terms of some conditions such as if, then or else. A simple dependency case is shown in Figure 7 (a) which represents a beam crosssection with two reinforcements. In Figure 7(a) , H defines the design space for A, B and also B is dependent on A.
Generally to remove a geometrical conflict the upper bound for A and B would be defined such that they do not cross the horizontal dotted line (allowing for maximum height configuration for both A and B), see Figure 7 (a) (left) where D (blue area) is the allowable space for parameter B. However, in cases where A is small, the allowable space, D, for parameter B increases (red area, Figure 7 (a), centre) but this extra space is not explored by parameter B due to the upper bound setting. Also if the design space, H, is changing (Figure 7(a) , right) then parameter A is dependent on parameter H and parameter B is dependent on parameters A and hence H. In this case it gets even more difficult to assign the bounds for parameters A and B without reducing the design space. Hence for the dependent parameters (A  and B) , the design space is constantly changing depending on the driving parameter (in this case parameter H and A) and this has to be taken into consideration to explore more design configurations. Parameter dependency for this case can be defined by simple mathematical expressions, see Equations (1)-(3). In Equations (1) configuration achieved from this parameter dependency setting (which cannot be achieved by bound definition) is shown in Figure 7(b) .
However, the definition of dependent parameters with this approach becomes more difficult for complex design cases and also for a higher number of design parameters. A slightly complex design is shown in Figure 8(a) where the red boundary defines the outer design space and the blue lines represent the cross-section of a front rail. The definition of parameter dependency becomes even more complex and tedious if the cross-section varies along the front rail beam. Here, the simple definition of mathematical dependencies between the design parameters becomes more or less impossible. Therefore, the parameter interdependency definition is used to adopt designs in the upper and lower bound. For design with greater complexity an offset mapping technique can be used.
The parameter dependency for such complex problems can be better defined using so-called offset mapping techniques where physical objects such as IPs, lines are used to control the design geometry instead of mathematical expressions.
Offset mapping: Offset mapping is a technique where the changes in design objects such as IPs, lines . . ., are controlled via so-called construction objects, see for example line L 1 and line L 2 in Figure 9 . These construction objects are also SFE CONCEPT objects such as IPs, base lines, section segment lines and are not part of the design. The information of these construction objects, such as length of section line, is used to change the design configuration. Such mapping technique can be used to control design variables to avoid geometrical conflicts. In the following sections, this offset mapping approach is presented for a few parameterisation problems.
Cross-section parameterisation
In Figure 9 one of the simplest offset mapping network (same parameterisation problem as in Figure 7 ) is presented to demonstrate the technique. Here the map targets are lines L 1 and L 2 and map objects are points (IPs) P 7 -P 10 . Points P 1 and P 2 of line L 1 are mapped to the design space boundary (black lines) in the normal direction (normal map, see Figure 5 ). Point P 4 of line L 2 is mapped to line L 1 at position P 3 by parameter (0.5 of line length L 1 ) and point P 5 is mapped to the design space boundary in the normal direction. Points P 9 and P 10 of the upper reinforcement are mapped to line L 1 at position P 3 by an offset distance. Similarly, points P 7 and P 8 of the lower reinforce-ment are mapped to line L 2 at position P 6 by an offset distance.
Due to the type of mapping network used, the position of lower (green) reinforcement is dependent on the position of upper (light blue) reinforcement. Since points P 9 and P 10 are mapped to point P 3 , the position of points P 9 and P 10 (and hence the height of upper reinforcement) is controlled by point P 3 , see Figure 9 (centre). Also since point P 4 is mapped to point P 3 and point P 5 of line L 2 is mapped to the boundary, the length of line L 2 increases in Figure 9 (centre). Now the points P 7 and P 8 of lower reinforcement have bigger allowable space for shape modification. The overlap between the two reinforcements never exists because point P 6 can never exceed point P 3 . This mapping network also works when the design space is changing as the offset mapping beams are mapped to the design space boundaries.
Another similar example is shown in Figure 10 . The map target lines are mapped to the design space boundaries. The green and red map object IPs (points) are mapped to green and red map target IPs, respectively. Here the aim is to keep the reinforcement within the design space when the design space is modified. In Figure 10 four different configurations and their respective parameter values are shown.
Also for the complex problem presented in Figure 8 (a), the offset mapping network is presented in Figure 8(b) . For a beam with varying cross-section along the beam, different offset mapping network can be constructed.
Non-cross-section parameterisation
For the non-cross-section parameterisation, with offset mapping technique, we present the problem discussed in Section 2.3.2 (compatibility rules), crash box trigger locations. In Figure 11 , a crash box design (side view) with two triggers is shown. The aim here is to avoid conflicts Figure 10 . An offset mapping network for cross-section shape -changing design space. between the two triggers when modifying their location along the crash box. In this example, lines L 1 and L 2 are the map targets and points 9-24 (of the triggers) are the map objects. In Figure 11 Now all the points of the left trigger are mapped to point 1 (which is at location 1 ) and all the points of the right trigger are mapped to point 3 (which is at location 3 ). Here the right trigger is dependent on the location of the left trigger. Similar to the previous example, the overlap between the two triggers never happens because point 3 cannot pass point 1 , see Figure 11 (b). Additional offset line network can be added to control also the width and height of the triggers.
The offset mapping capability of SFE CONCEPT with the implicit modelling approach assists for greater flexibility in shape parameterisation and to solve geometrical incompatibility issues. Although offset mapping technique can be used effectively to avoid geometrical conflicts often it cannot be used to resolve all the geometrical conflicts, specially in the presence of large number of shape variables, without reducing the design space. Hence the user has to select the most important conflicts that has to be avoided without reducing the design space. It is also a good practice to use both implicit and explicit design variables to achieve the desirable parameterisation.
Illustration example 4.1. Optimisation loop
An optimisation loop is used with SFE CONCEPT, [27] , as the geometry and mesh generation CAE tool, RADIOSS, [1] , as the explicit finite element solver and optiSLang, [9] , as the optimiser. Design geometry is created and meshed in SFE CONCEPT. The FE definitions are exported in RADIOSS format and complemented by additional external FE definitions such as material parameters and impactor models using Perl script. This compiled file is then solved explicitly using RADIOSS.
For optimisation, variations of the shape and thickness parameters are recorded in SFE CONCEPT. OptiSLang is used as the optimisation tool that controls the optimisation loop. The parameter bounds (allowed upper and lower bound of each parameter) are fed into the optimiser. The optimiser uses the 'Records' of parameters (created in SFE CONCEPT) to generate new designs within the defined parameter range. Designs are created in SFE CONCEPT corresponding to the parameters generated by optiSLang. These designs are meshed and a loop is created as shown in Figure 12 . 
Validation case: bumper shape optimisation 4.2.1. Design case
An initial geometry of the bumper system and a rigid impactor is created in SFE CONCEPT, see Figure 13 . The bumper geometry is meshed with an element size of 10 mm resulting in approximately 10,000 shell elements. A section is created on the crash box, at the impact side, to measure the axial forces. Three measuring grids are created at the inner surface of the beam which measures the beam deflection in the x direction. The beam intrusion is measured using the displacement of the impactor. An average computational time for the model was 14 min, on a 4 core Intel Xeon E5410 CPU, with an impact duration of 65 ms. The impactor mass is 1200 kg and the impact velocity is 15 kph in the x direction. The front end module plates (stays) are fixed in all directions.
Design space definition without geometrical conflicts via offset mapping
The bumper design parameters are categorised into the beam and the reinforcement parameters. In total there are 28 design parameters, 7 beam parameters and 3 reinforcements with 7 parameters which consist of shape, location and thickness parameters. For shape parameters, the crosssection control points are used to modify the shape. In Figure 14(a) , coloured squares are the cross-section shape control points of the beam and reinforcement. Similar coloured control points are used to define a parameter, for example red for parameter A (beam height). A control point with two colours means they are used to define two parameters. In Figure 14 the parameterisation of one reinforcement is shown, same parameterisation is used for the other two reinforcements. The position of the reinforcement is modified by changing the parameters L 1 and L 2 (reinforcement cross-section positions which define the reinforcement length) within a portion of the main beam, see Figure 14 (b) for the design space for one reinforcement. Figure 13 . Exploded view of the initial bumper design. The initial values and the bounds of the parameters are specified in Table 1 .
The mapping network for the bumper beam and the reinforcement is shown in Figure 15 (a). In Figure 15 (a) the outer design space (red boundary), beam cross-section lines (solid lines) and mapping lines (dotted lines) are shown. The principle approach to create such offset mapping network is presented in earlier Section 3.2.2 hence to avoid repetition it is not further discussed here.
For the presented design case, although there are various parameter conflicts, one obvious parameter conflict occurs between beam parameter D and reinforcement parameter H 1 , see Figure 15 (b) (left). Ideally both parameters should be allowed to have the maximum variability possible to keep the size of the design space. However, this is difficult to define through the upper and lower limits. Here the offset mapping is made such that the allowed variability of parameter H 1 is dependent on the size of parameter D. Similarly, the reinforcement width, W 1 and W 2 , is modified dependent on the size of beam height, parameter A. Figure 15 (b) (right) shows the possible maximum settings of parameter D and parameter H 1 through offset mapping. However, this is not achievable through the upper and lower limit definition of the parameter since it over constraints the design space for parameters D and H 1 . The maximum setting of the parameters with bound definition is shown in Figure 15 (b) (right) with dotted lines.
Optimisation problem
The optimisation is formulated considering the constraints on maximal force in the crash box, F max = 140 kN, maximum intrusion, I max = 80 mm and maximal deflection at the centre of the bumper, D max = 85 mm. The initial bumper design does not respect all three constraints, see Table 2 . Hence, the problem was optimised with respect to mass to find a feasible design by a commercial evolutionary algorithm. 4 The optimisation was run in two stages. 
Optimisation results

Optimisation stage I
In stage I only the beam parameters were optimised and the reinforcement parameters were fixed. A design improve-ment was found after 111 finite element computations with a mass of 13.4 kg resulting in the increase in bumper system mass by 2 kg. Although there is an increase in mass the design is now feasible. The outputs of the optimum design from this stage are provided in Table 3 . A comparison of the initial cross-section design (dotted lines) and the optimum cross-section design (solid lines) is shown in Figure 16 (a).
Optimisation stage II
The optimisation of only the reinforcements was set up using the optimum beam shape parameters from stage I. It took 369 design evaluations to find an improved settings for the reinforcement due to high number of design variables (21 reinforcement variables). The optimum shapes and locations of the three beam reinforcements are shown in Figure 16(a) . There is a marginal improvement in the mass of the bumper system, see Table 3 . Looking at Figure 16(a) , an obvious result is that the size and thickness (1.20 mm) of the reinforcement (reinforcement 1) on the side of the impactor is more influential than the other reinforcements (reinforcements 2 and 3) away from the impactor. Hence, the parameter values for reinforcements 2 and 3 are at their minimum.
Conclusions
A method for shape optimisation to deal with geometrical conflicts is presented in this paper. For such approach an offset mapping technique within the CAE tool, SFE CONCEPT, was used. With the offset mapping technique, a bumper design is parameterised removing the possibilities of parameter conflicts while retaining the high number of design configurations. This type of parameterisation gave parameter settings for physically feasible designs with no surface penetrations and overlap.
